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Take a ride down the streets of Charlotte, NC, better known as the Queen City as Shaneice, bka Neicee and
her boyfriend ,Quentin, known as Q take you on a whirlwind of surprises. Q loves Neicee with everything in
him, but he can't remain faithful. Neicee is from the hood, and she grew up the only girl of six children. She
is determined to never have to go back to the hood. Despite where she is from, she graduated from law
school and has built the reputation as the baddest hood lawyer to ever grace the streets of Charlotte. Now,
someone is out to kill Neicee. Could it be one of Q's sideline hoes? Unbeknownst to Q, Neicee has her own
secret. Will Q lose Neicee or will she remain his ride or die chick?
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From reader reviews:

Christopher Hairston:

The book A Hood Affair can give more knowledge and information about everything you want. So just why
must we leave the great thing like a book A Hood Affair? A number of you have a different opinion about e-
book. But one aim that book can give many data for us. It is absolutely suitable. Right now, try to closer
along with your book. Knowledge or details that you take for that, you could give for each other; you are
able to share all of these. Book A Hood Affair has simple shape however you know: it has great and big
function for you. You can look the enormous world by open up and read a book. So it is very wonderful.

Cherry Simard:

As people who live in the modest era should be up-date about what going on or information even knowledge
to make these people keep up with the era that is certainly always change and progress. Some of you maybe
may update themselves by studying books. It is a good choice for you personally but the problems coming to
an individual is you don't know what one you should start with. This A Hood Affair is our recommendation
so you keep up with the world. Why, as this book serves what you want and want in this era.

Mary Jones:

Are you kind of stressful person, only have 10 or 15 minute in your day time to upgrading your mind
expertise or thinking skill actually analytical thinking? Then you are having problem with the book
compared to can satisfy your short time to read it because pretty much everything time you only find book
that need more time to be study. A Hood Affair can be your answer because it can be read by an individual
who have those short spare time problems.

Walter Burchett:

Don't be worry in case you are afraid that this book will probably filled the space in your house, you will get
it in e-book method, more simple and reachable. That A Hood Affair can give you a lot of close friends
because by you looking at this one book you have issue that they don't and make you actually more like an
interesting person. This book can be one of one step for you to get success. This e-book offer you
information that probably your friend doesn't recognize, by knowing more than additional make you to be
great folks. So , why hesitate? Let us have A Hood Affair.
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